Acoustic simulation of cochlear implant hearing: Effect of manipulating various acoustic parameters on intelligibility of speech.
Cochlear implants process the acoustic speech signal and convert it into electrical impulses. During this processing, many parameters contribute to speech perception. The available literature reviewed the effect of manipulating one or two such parameters on speech intelligibility, but multiple parameters are seldom manipulated. Acoustic parameters, including pulse rate, number of channels, 'n of m', number of electrodes, and channel spacing, were manipulated in acoustic simulations of cochlear implant hearing and 90 different combinations were created. Speech intelligibility at sentence level was measured using subjective and objective tests. Principal component analysis was employed to select only those components with maximum factor loading, thus reducing the number of components to a reasonable limit. Perceptual speech intelligibility was maximum for signal processing manipulation with respect to 'n of m' and rate of pulses/sec. Regression analysis revealed that lower rate (=500 pps/ch) and lesser stimulating electrodes per cycle (2-4) contributed maximally for speech intelligibility. Perceptual estimate of speech quality (PESQ) and composite measures of spectral weights and likelihood ratio correlated with subjective speech intelligibility scores. The findings are consistent with the literature review, indicating that lesser stimulated channel per cycle reduces electrode interaction and hence improve spectral resolution of speech. Reduced rate of pulses/second enhances temporal resolution of speech. Thus, these two components contribute significantly to speech intelligibility. Pulse rate/channel and 'n of m' contribute maximally to speech intelligibility, at least in simulations of electric hearing.